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Social Cost of Carbon: Climate Change 

 The average global temperate has risen 1.4°F in the past 100 years1 

 95%+ probability that most of this is due to human activity2 

 Sea level has risen almost 8 inches in the past 100 years3 

 Effects: 

 Coastal flooding 

 Heatwaves 

 Droughts 

 Stronger hurricanes 

 More frequent severe weather 

 

 

 

 1. Global Climate Report. National Centers for Environmental Information/NOAA, 2017. 

2. Fifth Global Assessment Report. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPPC), 2016. 

3. EarthData. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 2016. 

 



Social Cost of Carbon: Climate Change 



Social Cost of Carbon: Health 

 Carbon emissions pollute air and water 

 Air pollution causes around 200,000 early deaths per year in the U.S.1 

 Air pollution from carbon emissions causes: 

 Asthma 

 Respiratory infections 

 Lung cancer 

 By 2050, climate change is expected to directly cause an additional 250,000 deaths 

per year worldwide due to:2 

 Flooding 

 Malaria 

 Infection 

 Heatwaves 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Air Pollution and Early Deaths in the United States. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2013. 

2. Quantitative Risk Assessment: Climate Change. World Health Organization, 2014. 

 



Carbon Pricing: A Brief Description 

 Carbon pricing is a method of reducing climate change and pollution by 

assigning monetary costs to carbon emissions in order to discourage 

continued usage of fossil fuels. 

 Acknowledges the external costs of carbon emissions such as climate change, air 

and water pollution, and environmental damage 

 Simultaneously disincentivizes the use of fossil fuels and incentivizes adoption of 

renewable energy 

 Types of carbon pricing include: 

 Cap-and-Trade 

 Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) 

 Carbon Fee 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Different forms of carbon pricing have been in practice for decades 

 European Union established the first carbon cap-and-trade system in 2005 

 Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) was the first cap-and-trade system 

established in the United States in 2009 

 Member states are MA, NH, VT, RI, CT, ME, NY, MD, and DE 

 First country to establish a carbon fee was Finland in 1990 

 Since then, about 15 countries have implemented a carbon fee 

 

 

Carbon Pricing: A Global Effort 



Carbon Pricing: A Global Effort 

Source: Bloomberg News 



Carbon Fee: A Brief Description 

 A carbon fee is a type of carbon pricing that assigns a fee to a unit of 

carbon emissions. 

 First introduced as a concept by an MIT professor in 1973 

 Helps neutralize subsidies that fossil fuel companies receive, which artificially 

reduces the price of oil and gas 

 Disincentivizes the use of fossil fuels, incentivizes renewable energy 

 

 

 

 

 



 An Act to promote green infrastructure, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 

and create jobs (H.1726) 

 Puts an initial fee of $20/ton on carbon dioxide, raises it to $40/ton over 4 years 

 20% of fees go into a Green Infrastructure Fund for use in transportation, clean 

energy projects, and climate change preparation 

 80% of fees go back to consumers and employers, with protections for low and 

moderate income households 

 

 

 

Carbon Fee: Legislation 



Carbon Fee: Revenue Positive 

 H.1726 puts 20% of revenue into a Green Infrastructure Fund 

 Fund would be spent on infrastructure and green energy projects 

 Transportation 

 Climate change resiliency 

 Energy efficiency 

 Would raise approximately $250 million per year 

 Communities with median incomes in the bottom 33% would receive at least 1/3 of 

investments 

 

 

 

 



Carbon Fee: Rebates 

 H.1726 rebates 80% of fees back to consumers and employers, with 
protections for low and moderate income households 

 Low and moderate income households would receive higher rebates 

 Rural residents dependent on cars would receive higher rebates 

 Employers’ rebates would be based on their number of employees 

 Most business sectors would come out about even 

 Businesses that face strong competitive pressures from outside the state would 
receive higher rebates 

 Consumers and employers can spend this rebate on anything, but the hope is that 
they will spend it on energy efficiency improvements 

 

 

 

 



Carbon Pricing: The Evidence 

 Study found that British Columbia’s carbon fee has cut emissions by about 10% 

since 2008 

 Study also found there have been no negligible effects on the economy1 

 Since RGGI was formed in 2009, emissions from electricity generation in RGGI 

states have been cut by almost 50%  

 At least half of this reduction is directly attributable to RGGI2 

 Harvard University study estimates that introducing a carbon fee in MA would 

save hundreds of lives and $2.9 billion in health care costs by 20403 

 A study estimates that if a national carbon fee were established, in just 10 

years the benefits would be:4 

 2.1 million more jobs 

 33% reduction in carbon emissions 

 

 

1. British Columbia’s Revenue-Neutral Carbon Tax. Duke University and the University of Ottawa, 2015. 

2. Why Have Greenhouse Emissions in RGGI States Declined? Duke University, 2015. 

3. Air Quality and Health Co-Benefits of a Carbon Fee-and-Rebate Bill. Harvard University, 2017. 

4. Economic, Climate, Fiscal, and Power Impact of a National Carbon Tax. Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI), 2014. 
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